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CHOOSE A LANGUAGE COURSEX




Spanish

French

Italian

German

Portuguese

English

Dutch

Japanese

Chinese

Russian

Turkish

Arabic

Swedish

Thai

Greek

Korean


Learn a new language with Linguaphone

Whether you’re a beginner or trying to improve and perfect your language skills, our online language shop has a course to suit your needs.

Millions of people around the world have successfully learned to speak a new language with Linguaphone self-study courses.

Choose from 15 popular languages in a range of convenient formats: CD, MP3 download or e-learning.

Click the language you would like to learn and chose the right course for you.
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I feel I really know the language well now.

Best course I've tried
 Ms Anna Smiley





My sincere thanks to Linguaphone. 

You have helped me learn this language for my work.
 Hassan Khoury





I've already recommended Linguaphone to my sister who has purchased PDQ Spanish and my husband who has purchased PDQ French - I'm sure we'll all continue to use Linguaphone. I like the method of learning - listen, repeat, then test yourself
 Jon Fraser





I fully intend to buy another course in Modern Greek when I've finished the French courses. They are excellent
 Michele Mensing





[The Linguaphone course] teaches in small chunks. Not too much vocabulary. Not too much grammar. A lot of repetition which helps. Good method.
 N.Osemeka





I have to go to Italy a lot â€“ for work (I am a Tour Guide/Manager). I have long since wanted to have a better understanding of the language and this course (combined with studying of verbs and extra vocabulary) has helped a lot.
 Helen Young





Helpful sales guy at Linguaphone told me on the phone it would take 3 or 4 months to do this course. I've been working though it for the past few days and I think that's quite an accurate estimate of the time needed. Seems like a well put together course with fairly good explanations. So far so good
 Dordogne Dodger





Just got the new digital version. Wow there's a lot in it. It seems a huge course and very detailed and I'm looking forward to getting started. I had an old Linguaphone Greek course years ago which was utterly excellent so I hope this is as good
 Le Big Mac
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Sign up for free to receive all the latest Linguaphone news and special offers!
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Cookies Information



We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will assume that you are happy with it. 
By clicking â€œAcceptâ€�, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies.


Cookie settingsREJECTACCEPT



Cookies Policy





Close






Cookies Overview
 
This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies.



But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.



 







Necessary 


 Necessary 



Always Enabled 




Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information.










Non Necessary 


non-necessary






Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website.










Analytics 


analytics






Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.










Advertisement 


advertisement






Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
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